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5.0 out of 5 stars
Masterful By Burt J. Kempner
The subtitle of Lisa Rhyne's enchanting JOURNEY OF A DREAM MASTER could have been: Portrait
of the Evolutionary as a Young Woman. This luminous account of a multi-talented entertainer coming
to terms with a growing array of metaphysical gifts makes for absorbing reading. Rhyne selects
anecdotes from her life -- alternately enlightening, mysterious, comical and terrifying -- and provides
us with a passport to a world infinitely more complex and fascinating than many of us have previously
suspected. Things are surely not what they always seem, and Rhyne has insider's knowledge that will
take your breath away. I literally hung on every word and am eagerly awaiting the publication of the
next volume in the trilogy. Highly recommended.
5.0 out of 5 stars
A magical book. Many things I used to do ... By Willy-An Crediet - The Netherlands
A magical book. Many things I used to do by trusting on my intuition and listening to what I call 'my
little voice' became much clearer to me. When it came into my life I recently had been diagnosed with
breast cancer, a turning point in my life which I knew was coming, though not how. Lisa Rhyne's book
helped me to deal with the decisions I had to make regarding treatment and a few changes in my life.
On my way to making a full recovery, for which I'm very, very grateful, this book is still helping me in
many ways. I learn every day. I dare say: this book is a must read for all of us, whatever we believe or
don't believe in. Thank you Lisa Rhyne for sharing your experiences! Can't wait for Book 2.
5.0 out of 5 stars
Fascinating Book! By Amazon Customer
This book was truly engaging and it served as an important reminder to always keep an open mind,
heart and spirit. Reading about Lisa's paranormal experiences was fascinating and it made me reflect
on the fact that there is so much more "out there." Lisa reminds us that we are all powerful beings
and that it is crucial to live and speak our truth. As a side note, while reading this book I experienced
the most vivid and emotionally intense dreams that I have ever had. The dreams inspired me to start
a Dream Journal and the journal has led me down a new path of self-discovery.
5.0 out of 5 stars
I enjoyed "hearing" her voice and laughter as I read her ... By Amazon Customer
"Journey of a Dream Master" is a genuine conversation with the author Lisa Rhyne. I enjoyed
"hearing" her voice and laughter as I read her words. Lisa's energy and strength radiates through out
Book 1. I would have read straight through. But, I took a few breaks in reading to consider some
things that she shared and what it brought up for me in my own life. I'm looking forward to her next
book.
5.0 out of 5 stars
Great read <3 By Amazon Customer
This will have you open your eyes and heart to many realms of possibilities. I enjoyed the Journey
that Lisa lead us through and learning about many of her life experience's. Reading this is for the
second time now I enjoyed it that much. You may even discover things in your own life that will have
more clarity now, as I did. I am ready to learn more when her next book is released. ~ Pauly S.
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5.0 out of 5 stars
Intriguing! By Lisa Modglin
I found the stories in this book interesting and they piqued my curiosity to learn and read more. I'm
looking forward to Lisa's second book!
5.0 out of 5 stars
Truth is, and Lisa speaks it. By Amazon Customer
Truth is, and Lisa speaks it as she experiences it. No wonder you knew when we worked together.
You are so very patient with those of us who choose to be clueless. Keep laughing, and know that I
will be there when you need me, as I know you are for me. LD-Y
5.0 out of 5 stars
Wild and wonderful ride By M. Brandenburg
Buy now and prepare yourself for a wild and wonderful ride from a wild, wonderful and powerful
woman. Your consciousness will increase due to the information and vibrations contained within the
text.
5.0 out of 5 stars
17. I am only responible for what I say, not what you understand. ByAmazon Customer
If you walk slower and each step was made with more intention and focus, you then step into a world
that the forces of nature want you to see. Lisa has always risen above expectation, she being a small
town girl and raised by a single mom with a bit of chip on her shoulder. She grew up in a town that is
taught to believe in a singular faith and not to dare venture outside of your expectation. She is one not
to be held in place, she floats in and out of the hurd of reality and discovers her place which is no
place, she is everything and everywhere. Her book brought peace to me it made me realize that I am
not the only one.
5.0 out of 5 stars
Hard to put down! By Amazon Customer
I loved this book. Lisa writes her own story with style. She leads you through her life and enables the
reader to experience a different way to see things through her eyes. She is a visionary and definitely
shines through her story.
Chris Montgomery, MSP
5.0 out of 5 stars
Lisa has always walked her own path. She has ... By Angela
Lisa has always walked her own path. She has always danced to a melody that few can hear. I
celebrate with you and congratulate you on this phase of what is proving to be a delightfully
interesting life, Lisa. Thank you for sharing your story and experience.
5.0 out of 5 stars
I loved this book By Kymberlee S. Ruff
I loved this book! I was especially happy that Lisa wrote about her experiences with the late Hopi
Grandfather Martin Gashweseoma who was the Keeper of the Sacred Tablets of the Fire Clan.
To see fan photos, additional photos and videos, please visit:
The JDM Page at LisaRhyne.com
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